Comrades and Satanic Forces, the days of Victory are drawing near and closer as the time goes by. This is only happening for one reason. Our collective effort. Your brave hearts and spiritual deeds. Those of you, who despite of any opposition, still stand. Those of you who fight in the sight of doubt, fear and arrogance. Those of you who have chosen, no matter if it means their own life, to go against this bestial enemy. An enemy of gigantic proportions, but of a vain heart. A spiritual tyrant established on lies upon lies, deception upon deception.

We are at the crucial point where we must not take one step back. We must fight and fight again. Things are heating up towards where they never were before. Be merciless. Satan will take care of us as he has always done. Our loving Father is here and guides us actively. Satan has loved us and guided us towards Greatness. Towards the Truth itself.

The enemy has tortured and destroyed, raped and pillaged every Gentile civilization. Literally. These people from back "then" who were attacked simply for existing, have given you the Torch of Victory and Our Civilization. They have demanded of us to torch the lies of the enemy and AVENGE them. For the first to the last fallen comrade and Gentile, whom they have brought down in any way, we are the answer to their cry for Justice.

Whomever knows the Truth cannot look back and cannot stop. All of us here, older and newcomers, do know the Truth. We are learning and understanding it. What a privilege that they tried to strip us of. What an Honor. But also, what Duty it brings. We are here to move forward and bring Spiritual Justice. They have tried for hundreds of years to undo us all, both our Knowledge, our Gods and subvert and destroy our civilization to the bitter end.

We took a serious beating. We were damaged. The Gods offered us their hand and are raising us from the Dead. AND THIS HAND WE MUST TAKE. WE MUST TAKE IT, HOLD IT FIRMLY AND HONOR THEM. Honor them by winning this War.

But some Gentile people never gave up. The Gods never gave up on us. Against impossible odds and even in the face of death himself, the last ones stood proud.
They decided to die in the front of the Throne of Satan than bow on the enemy's feet and save their lives. This includes men, women and even children. The enemy made no discretion and gave nobody any mercy. They butchered “Pagan” men, women, and children alike. They didn’t even hesitate. We were as alien to them then, than we are today. With the same unrelenting hatred, they attack Gentiles from all sides, so they do to our Father Satan. Through re-writing of history and systematic brainwashing, tons of “magick” and assistance, they think they could bind the Truth. Thing is, they have failed in the most miserable manner.

We still stand. We have raised our heads in this World of tyranny of the Soul.

Others, the vain hearted, might have fallen behind. Victims of their own insolence. Their own fears, projected into the effort or wherever. Defeated not by any enemy, but their own self. I pity them. So different and so low of value, compared to you. Those of you, who the Gods have loved and guided. Those unrelenting people of Truth. Those who are fighting against this hidden and invisible monstrosity.

WE WILL WIN OVER THE ENEMY. WE HAVE WON ALREADY. But we haven’t won, until we have WON. Until they are completely obliterated and GONE. This is, until over, is long overdue. And after this, we will have to do many other things in recovering everything from the damage they have caused. Paradise is to be fought. You have to make yourself a Paradise for yourself. They are trying to create a living world of pain and misery for everyone.

You all here have decided to carry this World on a small back of yours. Or so you thought. You are nothing small compared to this deed. The moment you decided to lift this, this same moment the Gods have seen YOU. As it seems, we are standing strong and always capable. We are mere commoners who are walking the path of the Gods. Mere Gentiles who are looking up to our Gods. Who are looking back at our Ancestors. Who trode the forgotten path.

WE ARE RIPPING THE ENEMY APART IN SO FAR LESS THAN TWO DECADES!!! They have made efforts for hundreds of years, so we can come out of nowhere and damage them unlike anything that has ever damaged them. Their lies only bought them time. From the Truth of the Cosmos nobody can hide. They are criminals and murderers. They are assisting a criminal spiritual order and they want the worst for everyone. This all of us here know. They have everything to hide. They are afraid and guilty. They know the Eternal Eye of Satan is seeing them. This is what and whom we represent. This is for whom we
do fight. The eternal, unclosed eyes of Spiritual Justice. This eye of Satan has discovered, unmasked and is burning the enemy eternally.

We are the most peaceful of people. We are the civilizers of the Earth. We are Warriors. When wronged and lied, we are intolerable. It’s not in us to stay without a Word in the face of these lies and deceptions. Everything is at stake and we will play for EVERYTHING. When our legacy as Gentiles is attacked, our Honor and our Creation, from aliens such as these, we become worse than DEATH. Because we serve loyally and faithfully the Truth. The unforgotten past. The future that is to come. We are going against time and against all times, at all times.

Here we stand, besides the hoards of the enemy, the hoards of the mindless sheep, the destroyers of civilization, giving a victorious fight. We will drive them to the cliffs and undo them. No matter how hard, no matter the impossible, no matter time, no matter the ages, no matter numbers. Such are only illusions in the eyes of the Gods. Spiritual Justice will be served. Do not let them blind you. The Truth stands eternal.

MY COMRADES AND MY PEOPLE, ALL OUR HEARTS ARE BEATING IN THE SAME DIRECTION. IN THE SAME WAY WE WALK, TOWARDS THE SAME WAY WE FIGHT. WE WIN TOGETHER AND TAKE A BEAT TOGETHER! WHEN ONE IS DAMAGED, THE OTHER ONE SHALL AVENGE THE FALLEN BROTHER. WE ALL ADVANCE AND MOVE TOGETHER. WE SHALL NEVER ALLOW; WE SHALL NEVER TOLERATE THE ENEMY. WE ARE THEIR UNDOING. WE ARE THE NEMESIS OF THE GODS. INDIVIDUALS, BUT ONE AND ONLY BATTALION! MANY SOULS, YET ONE SOUL IN TRUTH!

Hold each other’s hand in this battle, as a chain unbroken, unmovable, a chain of Satanic Truth.

WE STAND FIRMLY AND DECLARE: “THIS IS WHERE THIS ALL ENDS”. THIS IS WHERE WE END THEM!

LET YOUR VIBRATIONS AND MAGICK RIP THE ASTRAL AND LET US ALL DESTROY THE ENEMY!! RIP THEM APART, IN SATAN’S ETERNAL NAME!!! RAISE YOUR SERPENT AND SUFFOCATE THE ENEMY IN THE ETERNAL FLAME OF TRUTH!!!

ONWARDS TO VICTORY!!!
Here is how to fight:

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as follows: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!
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